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Synopsis

"Dr. Glidden is one of the very few to realize the sobering truths that MD directed medicine consistently fails to cure disease, and that it causes massive amounts of harm in the process. Furthermore, he understands that people around the world who continue to hold onto their cultural home remedies live longer and healthier than those that buy into modern medical methods! In America, Hispanics outlive whites by 2.5 years and blacks by 8 years - and it has nothing to do with genetics! Few physicians understand how and why this happens. Few physicians have hands-on experience delivering non-drug treatments that actually help people to recover their health. Dr. Glidden does. The MD Emperor Has No Clothes, by reconciling the ancient methods of Wholistic medicine with the urgent health needs of our modern world, offers a key to the very survival of America herself. God-speed Dr. Glidden!" - Joel Wallach BS, DVM, ND
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Customer Reviews

This book is thought provoking and a good read. The ending bothered me; was this a sales pitch for the author’s products? Peter Glidden is talented and full of revolutionary ideas. It seemed so sincere and raw and filled with truth and…wait ..there it is.the sales pitch! Ugh. His products are probably
great, but the delivery is perplexing. I went to his website afterwards and did not really like what I saw. What about a product offering page and information about the benefits of each product? Everything seems cloaked in secrecy and there is a monthly membership fee.

39 years i spent with multiple ailments all stemming from mal-absorption of nutrients all i had to do was go gluten-free. Thats all the stinking doctors had to tell me! Thanks to listening to peter glidden i realized i had celiacs disease. After cutting out wheat, barley, rye and oats i am in better health than when i was 18 LOL its insane! i thought gluten-free was some hippee thing like soy and being a vegetarian. After learning how GMO's are causing cancer and screwing up the crops it all makes sense folks. Take control of your health and your life. Read this book you can get it at fireyourmdnow dot com (at least you used to)

I haven’t finished the book yet, but I am impressed so far. Any one with common sense who bothers to think about what the MD’s push and reality, will have their eyes OPENED. It’s like the circular logic Big Pharma and the MD’s push about vaccines. They say the vaccines are safe and EFFECTIVE. But when they don’t work, they say, "well the vaccines work best based on heard immunity, and so everyone needs to be vaccinated." So let me get this straight? Vaccines work but only if everyone gets them? So how did they get data showing vaccines EVER worked??!! So everyone should get vaccinated because if not the vaccines don’t work.....MD’s are a JOKE!! MD’s are the prescription drug pushers for their drug handlers. And as the saying goes..."There is no money in the cure." I have been researching "alternative" health for years. No one is more precise, more knowledgeable, more thorough in their explanations, with more authority and charisma than Dr. Glidden. At one point in all my research I was ready to give up, after trying to sail through the sea of endless information. Much of which was authoritative and educational, but after a while your left wondering if you’ll ever find what really works and in a large scale. Dr Glidden has given me that ray of hope. Reinvigorated my conviction that I was going down the right path, just may be it needed pavement, cause it was bumpy along the way. I’ll end this with this- I had an argument with someone close to me about " MD Health Care" I told him it’s not "Health Care" its "Sick Care" He came back and said, "They keep me healthy, If I didn’t take Insulin I’d die." I said, "you call being a diabetic HEALTHY" ...This is what the MD has brain washed most people into thinking! Read this book and open your eyes!!!!

I just don’t understand why the majority of people just don’t get it. Why in the world would you want
to only treat the symptoms when it's obvious you need to treat the root cause in order to cure your problems. That is all that the MDs know how to do and Pharmaceutical companies only want to do. They absolutely don't want to cure you, after all how can they continue to make money. On the other hand, I blame the people who are lazy and expect their doctors to cure them. They are putting all their trust in their doctor, surgeon and drugs. I don't think most people even understand why doctors & pharmaceutical drugs won't work and in the long run, they only get sicker and then they go back to their doctors for more drugs. It's a vicious circle they're in. In the meantime, their bodies starts breaking down. The perfect analogy - your car has a warning light on. Instead of finding why it's on, you cover it up. You don't need to address it because as far as you're concern, it doesn't bother you anymore. In the meantime, your car is acting up because you never addressed the real cause and after a long time untreated, finally breaks down. That's exactly what's happening to most people who end up going to their doctor for treating their illness. They just get a prescribe drug to cover up the symptom and eventually another illness will manifest itself. You need to ask yourself why there are so many people getting sicker and sicker. Many on 3 or 4 different drugs. Wake up people!!!!!!

I knew in my heart that traditional medicine was not working as well as it should but I just didn't understand why. When my Dad got sick I got a three year long introduction to the craziness of medical care in America. After he died I got the guilt feelings of knowing that I should have seen this train wreck for what it was. I could have done better for him and I didn't because I just did not understand the system. This book has helped me to put things in perspective. I now see that health care is more than just going to the doctor and doing what he tells you to do. You have to take it into your own hands. learn about the evolutionary realities that shaped our dietary needs and the ways the body can heal itself. A broader view may be the difference between living a full life and dying young
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